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MCLP 101 :  Renal Medicine - 1

Welcome to Renal Medicine - 1, an exceptional program designed to provide comprehensive insights into

the fascinating world of renal health. Led by leading experts in Medxury NEphrology Team (MENET), this

program offers a unique opportunity to delve into the complexities of kidney function, disorders, and

treatment modalities straight from Clinicians and Clinical Pharmacists.

A quick and essential topics under one program.

Program Structure

Week 1 

Week 2

Topic 1 

Topic 2 

Topic 3 

Topic 4

Topic 5

-  Renal Physiology 

-  AKI and Management

-  CKD and Management

-  Clinical Dialysis

-  Medication use and Contraindications in Kidney Care
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Each session consists of engaging lectures, case studies, interactive discussions,  to ensure a

dynamic learning experience. | We conduct clinical experience, not just a session.

Who Should Attend

This program is ideal for:

All Healthcare students 

Physicians, Nephrologists

General Practitioners

Nurses

Physician Assistants

Allied Healthcare Professionals

Whether you're a seasoned nephrology specialist or a healthcare professional looking to expand

your knowledge base, this program is tailored to meet your needs and propel your career forward.

Visit Program ↗

http://medxury.com/
http://medxury.com/
https://medxury.com/clinical-renal-medicine/
https://medxury.com/clinical-renal-medicine/
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I am the Director of MENET and happy to introduce the dedicated nephrology team at Medxury – your trusted

destination for comprehensive medical education.

 

With years of experience and a deep understanding of renal medicine, our doctors are equipped to provide

personalized online sessions tailored to meet the unique needs of each patient. Whether you're seeking guidance

on managing kidney disease, understanding treatment options, or simply looking to optimize renal health, our

team is here to support you every step of the way. 

At Medxury, we prioritize well-being and strive to empower individuals with the knowledge and tools they need to

lead healthier lives. 

Join renal programs with our nephrology team and embark on a journey toward better kidney health today!
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Director

HI
I'm Dr. Sundar Sankaran 
MD., DNB., (Neph) FRCP., (Glasgow) FISOT.

Program Director

Fee

Schedule

Credit  

Program Consultants

Mode of  Program

:  Dr .M.Sudharsan |  +91  94422 55686

:  Rs .  99/- 

:  Apr i l  2024 (Vis it  s ite  for  more detai ls)

:  10  Points

:  3  International  Experts

:  ONLINE -  Google Meet

Any Queries - you@medxury.org 

Follow us

DEADLINE to Register  : March 31 2024 Limited seats only!!

MEdxury NEphrology Team
(MENET)

Scan with any UPI App.

SCAN ME

http://medxury.com/
https://t.me/medxury
https://www.instagram.com/medxuryforyou?igsh=b3k4Mjh5cDhwdzNx
https://www.linkedin.com/company/medxury/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC5HpLrHms17ac2VsePmGJzA
http://medxury.com/
mailto:you@medxury.org
mailto:you@medxury.org
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